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How to access your Customer Portal
Using the link, username*, and password sent to you within
the Welcome Email from your Fire Service Provider.
*Your username is the email address where you
received the Welcome Email.
Open the link in one of the following browsers:
• Google Chrome
• Mozilla FireFox
• Apple Safari
• Microsoft Edge

And log in to the Portal. The home page is your
Portfolio Dashboard, here you will see your Properties*.
*Property access is allocated
by your Fire Service Provider.
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How to access your Customer Portal
Quick Tips:
Throughout the Customer Portal icons are used as shorthand,
but we don’t expect you to have to know exactly what they
mean especially if you’ve not encountered them yet –
simply hovering your mouse over the icon or button will often
display a tooltip with more information
If you’re having trouble logging-in try clicking on the eye icon
next to the Password field to reveal it – perhaps caps-lock is on
or there’s another typo?

If you have forgotten your password, click the Forgot
Password? link and follow the instructions for setting a new
password. Be sure to enter the email address used as your
Username to receive the special one-time link which allows a
new password to be created
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Sections of the Portfolio Dashboard
Header
(includes branding, User Administration, and Request a Tech)
Outstanding Items Charts
Quick Property Navigation Jump-menu
Property Attention Listing

Portfolio Attachments
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Header
The header area is present on every page throughout the
Customer Portal and contains:
top left – the icon and company name
This links back to the Portfolio Dashboard from any other page
to make it easy to get home from wherever you happen to be
top right –
the light-grey User Administration tab and Log Out button
(User Administration button hovered, User Administration clicked
and opened in modal dialogue, and Log Out button hovered shown)
bottom right – the Request a Tech button
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Outstanding Items Charts
The charts across the top of the dashboard provide an
instant visual guide of which items are outstanding and
potentially warrant further action or investigation.
A row of ticks indicates no outstanding items, giving you
peace of mind that everything is fully-compliant and no
further action is required.

These charts may display in one of the following formats:
a) Large check mark – indicates no outstanding items

b) Coloured pie chart – indicates some outstanding items
a

b

c

d

c) Coloured ring surrounding numbers – indicates too
many outstanding items to visually chart, in this case
the top number is a count of the total outstanding items
d) Greyed-out – indicates this item has not been enabled for
viewing within the Customer Portal
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Outstanding Items Charts
You can hover the mouse over the pie slices of these
charts to see more information.
In these pop-ups, the first line is the Property Name, and below
is either the amount (for Quotes and Invoices) or the number of
outstanding items (for Service Requests and Routine Activities).
The Quotes chart, for instance, shows quotes which haven’t
been approved yet. The pie slices are divided by property,
and the pie slice size indicates the relative total quote amount
for a particular property.

Click anywhere on the chart to navigate to the full breakdown of
every item which makes-up the chart, organised by Property.
(Example shows clicking on the Quotes pie chart navigates to the
Outstanding Quotes page with all outstanding quotes listed and
broken-down by Property)
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Quick Property Navigation Jump-menu
If you want to jump straight to a particular Property,
you can simply choose the property name
from the Select a Property jump-menu and navigate
instantly to the relevant Property Dashboard.
Quick Tips:
If the Property you want is not in this list, then your
Fire Service Provider may not have enabled access to this
Property, contact them to enable access. (You will need to
log out and log in again to view any added properties)
If you have access to so many properties that you need to
scroll through the menu; with this menu open, begin typing
the first numbers/letters of the property name to skip straight
to this area of the menu. (The menu is listed alphanumerically,
with numbers or special characters listed first)
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Property Attention Listing
This section of the Portfolio Dashboard breaks-down the
outstanding items chart information from above in a tabular
format. It presents an alphanumerical listing of the Properties
requiring attention, meaning those properties with an outstanding
Quote, Service Request, Routine Activity, or Invoice.
You can change the number of Properties displayed by changing
the Show drop-down to 5, 10, 25, or All.
Type into the Filter field to filter the list of Properties by text
in the property title and address.
(image at left: ‘Drive’ has been entered into the filter,
and the list has updated to display the ‘315 Kookaburra Drive’
and ‘Big Warehouse, 333 Brolga Drive’ Properties)
Quick Tip:
Clear the Filter field to reveal the full list of Properties again
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Property Attention Listing
Below the Show and Filter fields, the table headings are also fully
sortable. Clicking the first column heading sorts the Properties
alphanumerically, clicking again reverses the sort order. Clicking the
Quotes, Service Requests, Routine Activities, or Invoices headings
sorts the Properties according to the number of outstanding items
of that type. For example, clicking the Quotes heading will sort the
Properties from those with most to least outstanding Quotes.
The bottom of the Property Attention Listing section includes:
left – the number of Properties showing and the total Property count
right – if there are more Properties than can be shown according
to the number set in the Show drop-down, then the pagination
controls are displayed. You can click the Page Number, or the
Previous and Next buttons to navigate backwards and forwards
through the list of Properties.
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Property Attention Listing
Each row in the listing has a coloured tab, the Property Name
(and address where available) and the outstanding items:
Quotes, Service Requests, Routine Activities, and Invoices.
The coloured tabs indicate:
green – fewer than 5 outstanding items,
yellow – greater than 5 outstanding items, and
red – greater than 10 outstanding items.
(the key for the current row shows when you hover over it)

Clicking anywhere in the Property Name column for a row will
navigate to the Property Dashboard for that Property.
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Property Attention Listing
The figures in the blue notification icons on a Quote, Service Request,
Routine Activity, or Invoice represent the number of outstanding items
for that specific Item and Property.
These icons will change colour when hovered to indicate that they
may be clicked on. Clicking on these icons navigates to a detailed view.
Quick Tips:
Note that the icons for Quote, Service Request, Routine Activity, and
Invoice are used consistently throughout – so wherever you see these
icons repeated you will quickly understand what is being represented

Also note that the Quote, Service Request, Routine Activity, and
Invoice are colour-coded throughout. For example, the colour of the
Quotes pie chart on the Portfolio Dashboard will match the hovercolour of the Quotes icon in the Property Attention Listing
This matching colour and iconography is a kind of shorthand which
helps when navigating around the portal.
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Understanding the Portfolio Dashboard
Portfolio Attachments
Your Fire Service Provider may wish to share documents, files,
images, etc with you. When a file has been shared with you,
but it is not in relation to a specific Property, it will appear in
the Portfolio Attachments area of the Portfolio Dashboard.
As with the Properties Requiring Attention Listing above it, you
may choose how many files are shown, filter the list, sort the list,
and navigate between pages of attachments if there are more.
The Type column icon indicates what type of file the attachment
is, common examples would be image/photo, Word Document,
Excel Spreadsheet, or PDF.

Clicking anywhere on the row will open the file in a new tab in the
browser or prompt a download (depending on the file type).
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How to Approve or Reject Quotes
From your Portfolio Dashboard,
• Click the Quotes chart to navigate to the Outstanding Quotes page.
• Select the quote/s you wish to approve or reject, by ticking the
checkboxes (on the right hand side)
• Once at least one Quote is selected the Reject Selected & Approve
Selected buttons are enabled
• If rejecting the quote, enter your Reason and click the Reject button

• If approving the quote, enter a Purchase Order Reference (if required),
any Additional Comments, and click the Approve button
Your Fire Service Provider will be advised of your selection, and a
confirmation email will be sent to you for your records
*Note the ability to Approve/Reject Quotes is allocated by your
Fire Service Provider, if you believe you require access to this please
contact them directly
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How to Approve or Reject Quotes
Quick Tips:
If you need more information before deciding to Approve or Reject a
Quote, you can simply click anywhere on the Quote row to open the full
Quote in the View Outstanding Quote window, or click on the PDF button to
view the Quote PDF in a new tab (click anywhere outside of the modal
window or on the [x] to close it again)

As you tick the different checkboxes on and off for a given Property you
can see the Total update in real-time which is handy for staying within
your budget for Approvals (when no Quotes are checked, the full total for
all Quotes for this Property is displayed)
You can quickly select all the Quotes for a Property by ticking the checkbox
in the Total row at the bottom of the Property
You can choose to Approve/Reject all quotes on the page across any
number of Properties at once by clicking on the Approve All or Reject All
button in the Total row at the bottom of the page
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Header: User Administration
Updating your details
Your Fire Service Provider will have set-up your details when they
created your user. But in case your name or mobile phone number
change, it is possible to update these yourself.
Click on the icon to open the User Administration dialogue
Your Full Name and Mobile number may be edited
Click on the Save Changes button to save any edits
The success message will be displayed, and you can dismiss
this by clicking the [x]
Quick Tip:
Note that your email address cannot be updated because
this is also the Username which identifies you in the system.
If you need to change the Username, please contact your
Fire Service Provider.
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Header: User Administration
How to reset your password
Click on the icon to open the User Administration dialogue
Tick Reset my Password to activate the Reset button and click the
Reset Password button
Enter your new password –
the password must be at least eight Characters,
include at least one Digit, one Uppercase Letter,
one Lowercase Letter, and one Symbol (eg. *%$#)
Repeat the new password
Note the password strength meter below the
password fields can help create a strong password
Click the Save New Password button
An email notification will be sent to you, and you will be
returned to the login screen to login with your new password
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Header: Request a Technician
How to Request a Technician
If your Fire Service Provider has enabled this feature, you can ask them
to send a technician to one of the properties in your portfolio to rectify
a problem or investigate an issue:
Click on the Request a Tech button (top right of every page)
to open the Request A Technician modal dialogue
Complete as much information for your Fire Service Provider
as possible and click the Send Request button
Note: Any URGENT requests should be called through to your Fire
Service Provider

You will receive an email confirmation of your request at
the email address used as your Username
Your Fire Service Provider will also be notified of your request via
both email and within their software
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Understanding the Property Dashboard
Sections of the Property Dashboard
Header
(same as the Portfolio Dashboard)
Property Name and Address
Outstanding Items Charts
(same as the Portfolio Dashboard but displays
only outstanding items for the current Property)

Download and Search Tabs
Download:
Reports, Attachments
Search:
Quotes, Service Requests, Routine Activities, Invoices
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Understanding the Property Dashboard
Property Reports
To generate reports, simply select the report you would like and enter
the relevant details and either:
Click the View Report button to open the PDF in a new browser tab, or
Click the Download Report button to download a PDF

Quick Tips:
Pop-ups must not be blocked by your browser to allow the
View Report button to open the report in a new tab
Note that the fields below the Report drop-down change automatically
depending on the report selected. If a required field is not entered, it
will be highlighted in red
Even if you don’t know a Routine Activity ID or Defect ID off the top of
your head, simply start typing the first one or two digits, and a list of
possible options will be presented to select from.
Clicking an ID in the list enters the full ID into the field for you
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Understanding the Property Dashboard
Property Attachments
Similar to the Portfolio Attachments section, except only attachments
relevant to the Property you’re currently viewing are shown.
(Please view the Portfolio Attachments for further information)
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Understanding the Property Dashboard
Search
It’s easy to get to outstanding Quotes, Service Requests, Routine
Activities, and Invoices by clicking on the pie charts towards the
top of the page, but sometimes you’ll want to dig up an old quote
or double-check the Test Results for that Routine Activity from this
time last year, for example.
To do this simply click on the Quote, Service Request, Routine Activity,
or Invoice tab to view the available search parameters for that item.
Quick Tip:
If you’re not yet familiar with the icons for these tabs simply hover your
mouse over them to see a tooltip
If you’re not sure what search parameters to enter, you can simply
click the Search button without entering any other details to return
a complete list
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Understanding the Property Dashboard
Search Parameters
For all items you can search by ID, Purchase Order or Logbook
Reference, Status, and between a Start and End Date.
For Routine Activities you can also choose Equipment Type,
Product, and Inspection Period to help narrow your search.

Quick Tips:
If you know the first two or three digits of the ID of the item, you can
simply start typing in the ID field to return a list of matching IDs.
Clicking on a particular ID will navigate you straight to that item
(since there’s no need to Search any further for it)
The Purchase Order or Logbook Reference field is similar, in that it will
provide a list of possible references, but you will still need to perform a
search because the same reference may have been used across
multiple items
For Routine Activities, selecting an Equipment Type automatically filters
the Products, and selecting a Product filters and enables the list of
available Inspection Periods
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Understanding the Search Results Page
Search Results Page
After searching you will navigate to the Search Results Page
which displays:
– a heading indicating the search item and the Property Name
– a subheading showing how many items were found, and below this
– a table listing the returned items
As much relevant information as possible is shown in the table,
including a direct link to view the item as a PDF, whether the item has
any images (photo icon), or if it has any attachments (paperclip icon).
Clicking anywhere on a specific row will navigate to the full view of
the item.
Quick Tips:
The results table can be sorted by many of the columns by clicking in
the column heading. Clicking the heading again reverses the sort order
Anywhere you see the Property Name, it is linked to the Property
Dashboard, to make navigating the site even more convenient
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Understanding the Search Results Page
Search Results Page
On the Routine Activity Search Results Page you can view and
download the:
– Routine Activity Summary Report,
– Routine Activity Test Results Report, and the
– Checklist Results Report
Note: these Reports are only available for completed Routine Activities
and the Checklist Results Report only where your Fire Service Provider
has created and completed a Checklist.
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Viewing a Quote
The Quote page lists the Property Name as the heading followed by a
plain English summary of Quote ID, Quote Total, and Date it was raised
or approved. To the right of these are the Status of the Quote, and a
button to view the PDF.
Below this any Description text about the Quote entered by your
Fire Service Provider.
The bottom of the page features the Assets and the Attachments tabs.

The Assets tab lists any Assets, a brief Description, and a button to view
attached images (if any). The number in the small blue notification
indicates the number of images. Images will launch in a modal dialogue
box, and these can be downloaded, rotated left, right, or flipped (in
case the original image was uploaded in the wrong orientation).
Close the dialogue box to return to the Quote.
The Attachments tab is similar to the Portfolio Attachments section,
except only attachments for the Quote you’re currently viewing are
shown. (Please view the Portfolio Attachments for further information)
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Viewing a Service Request
The Service Request page lists the Property Name as the heading
followed by a simple summary of Service Request ID, Status,
Date it was completed or due, and type of Product, and Location.
To the right of these are the Status of the Service Request, any Order
Reference Numbers, and linked Quotes, and/or linked Invoices. Buttons
to view any images (if enabled) or PDF Reports (if completed).

Below this any Description text about the Service Request entered by
your Fire Service Provider and any Action Taken during the site visit for
completed Service Requests.
The bottom of the page features the Tasks and the Attachments tabs.

The Tasks tab lists any Assets, a brief Description, and a button to view
attached images (if any). The number in the small blue notification
indicates the number of images. Images will launch in a modal dialogue
box, and these can be downloaded, rotated left, right, or flipped (in
case the original image was uploaded in the wrong orientation).
Close the dialogue box to return to the Service Request.
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Viewing a Routine Activity
The Routine Activity page lists the Property Name as the heading
followed by a plain English outline of Routine Activity ID, Status,
Date it was completed or due, type of Product, and number of Assets.
To the right of these are the Status of the Routine Activity, any Logbook
Reference, and linked Quotes, and/or linked Invoices. Buttons to view
any images (if enabled) or PDF Reports (if completed).

Below this any Description text about the Routine Activity entered by
your Fire Service Provider.
The bottom of the page features the Assets and the Attachments tabs.
The Assets tab lists any assets and the colour tab indicates whether the
asset was passed (green) or not passed (red), their Location, and a
button to view attached images (if any). The number in the small blue
notification indicates the number of images.
(Please view the Portfolio Attachments for further information about
the Attachments tab)
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Viewing an Invoice
The Invoice page lists the Property Name as the heading followed by a
simple outline of Invoice ID, Amount, and Payment Due or Payment
Made Date. To the right of these are the Status of the Invoice, any
Order Reference, Job ID, and a button to view the PDF of the Invoice
which can then be downloaded for your records.
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Viewing Images
Wherever you see the Images button*, you can click to launch the
Images modal window.
In this view there are a series of controls:
- Download the currently displayed image

- Rotate Left
- Flip the image 180°
- Rotate Right
- Close the Images modal

If there are multiple images, you can click towards the left-hand side of
the image to view the previous image, or near the right-hand-side to
view the next image (a < and > icon are overlaid on the image)
*Note image access is allocated by your Fire Service Provider.
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Customer Portal – FAQ's
1. How do I search for a specific Routine Activity or Service Request?

2. Why can’t I Approve or Reject Quotes?
3. Why can’t I Request a Tech?

4. Why can’t I view photos?
5. How will people know that the Technician Request has been sent?

6. I can’t locate a property that I need access to – why is this?
7. How can I reset my password?
8. I can’t login – I’m using Internet Explorer
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Questions?
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask us!
Email: support@firemate.com
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